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ABSTRACT

Article history:

Text mining methods and techniques have disclosed the mining task
throughout information retrieval discipline in the field of soft computing
techniques. To find the meaningful information from the vast amount of
electronic textual data become a humongous task for trading decision. This
empirical research of text mining role on financial text analysing in where
stock predictive model need to improve based on rank search method. The
review of this paper basically focused on text mining techniques, methods
and principle component analysis that help reduce the dimensionality within
the characteristics and optimal features. Moreover, most sophisticated softcomputing methods and techniques are reviewed in terms of analysis,
comparison and evaluation for its performance based on electronic textual
data. Due to research significance, this empirical research also highlights the
limitation of different strategies and methods on exact aspects of theoretical
framework for enhancing of performance.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Since last decade, economic textual news categorization immensely influence on stock prediction in
terms changing our socio economy. In general, stock price trends and decision taken through data mining
techniques from historical price decorations, human behaviour and indicators. Within the text mining
techniques, stock predictive model (SPM) need to improve by the rank search method with the inclusion of
gains and ratios along with forward selection methods by integrating dimensionality reduction techniques e.g.
principle component analysis (PCA) for huge quantity of characteristics text [4]. Throughout this model,
enormous characteristics textual data need the degradation of accurateness with less efficiency for its
appropriate classification. Various executive methods in soft-computing, e.g. text classification, text document
summarization, taxonomy creation, clustering and other computational approach boost the interdisciplinary
field of data mining activities [1]. Basically, the study of the research focused on different methods and
techniques based on the proposed PCA techniques for usability of textual and numerical data on the stock
price trend.

2.

ELECTRONIC TEXT MINING
Electronic forms of text document become an important field of research due to availability of web
text and text mining categorization [3]. Over the last few decades, historical large amount of data has been
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stored electronically and extend the level of volume in future [12]. Theoretical, conceptual and categorized
based electronic text mining forms able to bring the significance research values for its advantages that
briefly described blow.
2.1. Theoretical Methods in Text Mining
Historic data is well founded that holds the essential information for predicting the future direction
of stock market that bring out the advantages of Knowledge Discovery in Text (KDT) which deal with
extraction of pattern from textual data [9]. Beside of this theory of Random Walks is based on the efficientmarket hypothesis (EMH) that hold the best trading strategy “buy and hold” [10]. In this case, text mining of
news articles gives the intrinsic value for trading decision through analytical technique. On the other hand,
Support Vector Machine (SVMs) is well-founded for theoretical understanding and analysis [11].
Theoretically data mining is well founded due to historical data that holds key facts for prediction [12].
2.2. Conceptual Text Mining
Concept based text model analyzed and followed by three components [2]. First, statistical analyser
able to analysis through each term of the sentence and levels of documents which enable to set up the
weighting scheme based on important or non-important terms. Second is Conceptual Ontological Graph
(COG) that represents the concept according to the sentence meaning. Third is conceptual extractor that
could be distinguished based on COG and denote important concepts. Other popular term on text mining is
bag-of-words (BOW) that hold semantic conceptual information to classify the text based on categories from
the external knowledge repositories [3].

Figure 1: Text Mining in Concept-Based Model [4]

The main factor of conceptual document and sentence are depending on weighting captured that
extracted from it. Based on weighting scheme, sentence semantics is assigned through conceptual statistical
analyser and conceptual ontological graph [4]. Figure 1 represents the concept-based model. This textual based
conceptual model brings analysis of raw text document from concept-based statistical analyser, concept
extractor and conceptual ontological graph representation. In this manner, concept-based statistical term run
over the sentence or document levels to find the statistical terms instead of single term [4]. Basically, this
model brings the advantages of statistical concept-based weighting scheme that enhance the concept to COG
document level that able to bring out more accurate result in text mining [4].
2.3. Categorized Base Text Mining
Text categorization weighting schemes on term documents followed by statistical informative
through into two categories: unsupervised and supervised that approached by multilingual text categorization
[3]-[6]. The advantages of this text categorization are brought by genetic algorithm that used to optimize and
build user template [5]. In such case, best text categorization could be obtained by using local dictionaries and
local features [7]. Moreover, Instant based learning algorithm help to categorize the closest feature space from
training set that basically mapped into multi-dimensional feature space [8]. Text categorization performance
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has improved based on corpus-based thesaurus and WordNet, where k-Nearest Neighbour (k-NN) algorithm
with back propagation neural network algorithms able to be achieved text categorization result [16].

3. TECHNICAL APPROACH OF TEXT MINING
Technical approach on financial text data used to analyse through many classification tasks. The
study of this article briefly presents performance of technical approach on stock market.
3.1. Analytical Approach
Textual data in financial market are applied through two analytical approaches [13]. First: Applied
maximum entropy text classification for the prediction of whole body in text article. Second: Applied the
genetic algorithm for learning simple rules based on numerical data of trading volume. Clustering and
classification algorithms are applied over the features extracted through text mining approaches on the stock
market news and time series techniques [14]. In this case, frequent term-based text clustering (FTC) and
(HFTC) Hierarchical clustering is to be applied for text clustering [15]. The advantages found by FTC that
covering whole database and HFTC covering the graph-structuring clustering.
3.2. Contextual Approach
The advantages of contextual approach help to define the sentiment clue that is syntactically
engaged to sentiment topic in a sentence. In this case, the contextual feature part is assisting by extracted
sentiment clues of polarities with the large amount of training data which is contextually included that
identified by Bootstrapping algorithm [17].
3.3. Text Document Approach
In the traditional term weighting schemes, textual document analyzed through tf-idf method that
only exploited by statistical information terms within documents [3]. In the Text document approach TF-IDF
equation used in the information retrieval field.
TF-IDF(ti,dj) = count(ti,dj) × log
Aforementioned equation, dj indicate document, ti, indicate term in the documents with term
frequency (tf) and corpus refers documents in the corpus with count_doc (ti , corpus). In terms of features
selection, the moderate number of distinct terms as collection of text documents operated by this method.
Moreover, text features selection also improves the classification accuracy via this method [18].
3.4. Text Document Approach
Features based text mining in stock market prediction attempt to approach through various
analytical techniques as briefly described here.
3.4.1. Pattern Based
Pattern based discovering data focus on high-level language that directly used by human like
semantic query optimizer and expert system [24]. The only disadvantages of pattern based features is
discovered the knowledge from database that could be tautological or uninteresting.
3.4.2. Dictionary Based
The advantages of data dictionary in text mining defined as the syntax of database. By systematic
approach data can be stored in the data dictionary or manually by expert [24]. E.g. Retrieval system from
clinical database to know patient major diagnostic categories and result may come as error or correct
categories from data storage.
3.4.3. Weighting Schemes Based
In the field of information retrieval, weighting schemes features able to enhance classification
accuracy in where document representation act on implicit syntactic indicators [25], favourability measures
[26], stylistic and syntactic feature [27] that may select from diverse sources.
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4.

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL (IE) METHOD IN THE FIELD OF TEXT MINING
Last few years, many innovative methods of text mining have been used for text analysis in different
purpose as briefly describe here with its advantages [1]. Large amount of Meaningful corpus data is also
performed by IE [55].
4.1. News Classification
Automated textual news classification method applied on the financial field of stock price prediction
with the semantics text and positive or negative feedback of stock price [19].
4.2. Time Series Prediction
Time series analysis techniques applied in the field of information retrieval for stock market
prediction which is another approach that retrieve the financial informative text through classification or
clustering algorithm with tf-idf and signal processing methods over the features extracted [20]. The time
series prediction brings the advantages with its own internal model which is original approach by artificial
neural networks (anns). This model also offers on ANN for qualitative methods that usually applied on
weather, stock marker, medical, economic and business in where traditional methods failed to provide [21].
4.3. Fuzzy Methods
Multi variable fuzzy forecasting is also applicable to fuzzy rule interpolation and fuzzy clustering
techniques [23]. This proposed method applied on Taiwan Stock Exchange Capitalization Weighted Stock
Index (TAIEX) data. The experimental results showed that the proposed method produces forecasting results
better than several existing methods [22].

5.

VARIOUS ALGORITHM AND APPLICATION TECHNIQUES IN TEXT MINING.
Different algorithms and techniques are applicable on big database. Machine learning methods are
mostly used for enhancing better deal with the issues to discoverable database [24]. Other mining techniques
which are also applicable based on requirement for retrieval are briefly given below.

5.1. Text Mining Via Sparse Matrix Factorization
Most elements in sparse matrix is zero, if most of the elements are nonzero then its consider as
dense, in this case zero valued elements divided by the total number of elements that known as sparsity of the
matrix. In terms of text mining, sparse matrix factorization techniques incorporate within three unified
frameworks [28]. (1) Correlation among different stocks, (2) historical stock prices and (3) newspapers
content to predict stock price movement. Advantages of this techniques is latent factor model which can be
characterized the stock price based on certain day function of the latent features.
5.2. Polarization Technique
Structural sentence based sentiment analysis, opinions, emotions and sentiments expressed in text
that may focused on sentiment polarity classification which determining the opinion of text and hold positive
or negative sentiment [29],[30]. The advantages of sentiment classification in polarity form that depends on
subjectively classification instead of objectively form of sentences. But disadvantages of such classification
are that the sentiment polarity produce ambiguous in sentiment literature as it considers objective text or label
for sentiment that lies between positive or negative form.
5.3. Textual Data Mining Through Machine Learning
Different machine learning (M. Learning) techniques are available to use for stock market prediction
[36]. E.g. GA/TDNN, ANFIS, ICA-BPN, GA/ATNN. Text classification via machine learning considerable
good method but performance of very large training corpus is concerned for its inefficiency [33]. Beside this
performance, M. Learning also combine the concept of classifiers that create new direction for the
improvement of individuals’ classifiers. Number of researchers proved that the combination of different
classifiers can improve the accuracy of classification [34], [35].
5.4. Deep Learning for Large Scale Data Classification
Deep learning is one of the most popular methods in machine learning. The new area of deep learning
is able to approach variety of applications. E.g. speech recognition [39], natural language processing [41],
object recognition [40] and others. The advantages of deep learning method bring the meaningful
representation from an unsupervised fashion [37]. Beside this technique, deep learning is also useful for eventTechnical Approach in Text Mining for Stock Market Prediction … (Mohammad Rabiul Islam)
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driven stock price movement prediction that basically modelled with the combination of long-term and shortterm events [38].

6.

TEXT MINING IN WEB-BASED APPLICATION
Web-based application much attention through web intelligence that analysed the news filtering,
summary of web and news recommendation system [31]. Among these, system news recommendation is
much classifier than others. E.g.
• Content-based recommendation
• Utility-based recommendation
• Collaborative recommendation
• Knowledge-based recommendation
• Demographic recommendation
As seen from the research news recommendation is potential field that helped through user’s news
interest, filtering and summarization of personalized web news [31]. Same as the forecasting data obtain
through decision support system that help by providing investment decision for traders in forex market [32]
as shown below in Figure 2 that produced by BPNNFRFS.

Figure 2. General Integrated Framework for Web

Web-based trading decision support system (WFTDSS) constructed based on three-tier structure.
E.g. Model Base (MB) that can handle models, Knowledge Base (KB) used to judge stock decision or
determination and Database (DB) help to repository of historical data which also provide data as required for
the KB and MB [32].

7.

MOST EFFICIENT TECHNIQUES AND COMPARISON
Stock market prediction followed by many application techniques for the numerical or textual data.
But due to large text, major techniques usually follow for better performance. Below are some major
techniques with discussion of advantages and disadvantages.

Table 1. Evaluation of Different Techniques and Methods
No
Text Mining Methods
1

Genetic Algorithms.

2

Deep Learning

3

Machine Learning

4

Apriori-like algorithm

5

Fuzzy Algorithm

Advantages and Disadvantages of Different Methods
Advantages
Disadvantages
Genetic Algorithm runs into a single
But it can’t perform on financial data,
financial predictor for better
because multiple data sources and
performance [46].
techniques is key to progress [46].
Deep learning method performs better
This method still unable to explorer
than traditional machine learning
streaming data, distributed computing,
methods [43].
scalability computing [42].
ANN capable of learning complex
Naïve Bayes classification approach
nonlinear relationships but difficult to
relatively lower than other
finely model for human reasoning of
discriminative algorithms [44].
logical process [45].
It can only perform well in database
This algorithm is time-consuming for
consisting of short frequent sequences
generating of nTerms sequences in the
[51].
framework [52].
Neuro-Fuzzy framework has emerged
Fuzzy system have the insufficient
by combining learning ability in neural
learning ability and difficultly for its
network and functionality of the fuzzy
time consuming to determine for the
expert system [53].
correct set of parameters [54].
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8.

TEXT MINING FOCUS ON FINANCIAL MARKET
Since financial market is continuous news feeding techniques so most researchers try to present the
impact of news items by analysis or market movement. Text categorization component provide through the
result of positive, neutral and negative categories text based on financial daily news [47]. Financial textual
information and numerical data help to analysis for trading decision. In some case, text and data bring not only
the effect but also find the reason of happed [50].
8.1. Financial Textual Information
Mining textual form of financial news is able to assist in trading sector for guessing probability [48].
Indeed, it has been proved that regression and technical analysis with mining technology that taken as input
textual information in the framework for economical results analysis, political news those consequently
influence on bankers and politicians [49].
8.2. Financial Numerical Data
It could be unable to manage large amount of numerical data by human, so knowledge discovery
textual data apparently effect on all of us [49]. Instead of this, numerical time series data also utilized by
model that able to forecast the financial market [50].

9.

CONCLUSION
Many soft-computing methods have basically been developed for analytical purpose on the largescale data set. From the above discussion within pros and cons, it could be identified that featured based
weighting schemes still need to work for enhancing the framework performance in terms of classification
accuracy. Every now and then, soft-computing methods and techniques are usable to be applied on big data
analysis based on the requirements of research area. E.g. Financial text mining early related enough research to
prove through automatic news article analysis techniques that able to predict stock market price [47].
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